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We are Black Mamba: an ethical business born in 
Eswatini, Southern Africa. We make fresh, specialty food 
products that taste good, look good and do good!

We believe passionately in regenerative farming and 
source all our organically grown chillies and other 
ingredients from small local growers through our 
partner Guba (gubaswaziland.org). They train emaswati 
smallholders (mostly women) in organic farming and 
permaculture and we buy their delicious, fresh produce 
- empowering every grower with a sustainable income. 
(That’s what we call a HOT deal!)

The black mamba is one of the most dangerous snakes 
in Africa... Beware as our range of Chilli Venoms® will 
strike you with a dangerously tasty bite! They are 
halaal certified and gluten-free and our HEATquarters 
have an FSSC22000 certification - one of the strictest 
food safety certifications in the world.

Black Mamba is a proud member of ESWIFT - the 
Eswatini Fair Trade Network. Our vision is to become a 
cult brand connecting chilliheads and ethical foodies 
across the world to generations of growers, providing 
proof that people and planet matter.
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AFRICA'S CHILLI VENOM GIFT PACK

OPTION 1: OPTION 2:R 117.60 R 127.90
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Perfect gift for the Chillihead that can’t get enough with just one bottle! A collection of 
chilli venoms from medium hot and tasty to pure heat.

PRICES VALID FOR ORDERS OVER 12 GIFT PACKS. ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE PER GIFT PACK EXCLUDING VAT.

JALAPENO CHILLI SAUCE 180ML

The fusion of subtle heat and intense flavour in this sneaky 
Chilli Venom made with organic green jalapeno chillies and 
fresh herbs will strike your taste buds and leave you craving 
more. You have been warned…

CAYENNE CHILLI SAUCE 180ML

Made with organically grown cayenne chillies and fresh herbs, 
this Chilli Venom will strike any food with a dangerously tasty 
bite.

HABANERO CHILLI SAUCE 180ML

Africa meets the Caribbean with this Chilli Venom made of 
organically grown habanero chillies and fresh herbs that will 
first charm you with flavour before striking you suddenly with 
a deadly bite.

PINEAPPLE CHILLI SAUCE 180ML

Made with real pineapples and the distinctive Black Mamba 
bite, this Chilli Venom is a glowing tropical sunset of sweet 
punchy flavours.

CHIPOTLE CHILLI SAUCE 180ML

Made with real homemade chipotles (organic red jalapeños 
that are slow-smoked), this Chilli Venom is the perfect balance 
between smoky and spicy. A journey from Mexico to Africa. A 
Chilli Venom like you’ve never tasted before.

PERI-PERI CHILLI SAUCE 180ML

Portuguese born and now an African legend. Spicy, creamy, 
tangy and totally addictive.
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The perfect start-up pack for that Black Mamba fan in the making: a fit-in-your-hand collection of chilli 
venoms. The box can be customised to different Chilliheads preferences, but no matter the combination, 

we can guarantee a great Taste of Hot Eswatini journey!

OPTION 1: R 105.00 OPTION 2: R 115.00

AFRICA'S CHILLI VENOM POCKET PACK

PINEAPPLE CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

Made with real pineapples and the distinctive Black 
Mamba bite, this Chilli Venom is a glowing tropical sunset 
of sweet punchy flavours.

JALAPENO CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

The fusion of subtle heat and intense flavour in this sneaky 
Chilli Venom made with organic green jalapeno chillies and 
fresh herbs will strike your taste buds and leave you 
craving more. You have been warned…

CAYENNE CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

Made with organically grown cayenne chillies and fresh 
herbs, this Chilli Venom will strike any food with a 
dangerously tasty bite.

HABANERO CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

Africa meets the Caribbean with this Chilli Venom made of 
organically grown habanero chillies and fresh herbs that 
will first charm you with flavour before striking you 
suddenly with a deadly bite.

CHIPOTLE CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

Made with real homemade chipotles (organic red 
jalapeños that are slow-smoked), this Chilli Venom is the 
perfect balance between smoky and spicy. A journey from 
Mexico to Africa. A Chilli Venom like you’ve never tasted 
before.

PERI-PERI CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

Portuguese born and now an African legend. Spicy, creamy, 
tangy and totally addictive.

JALAPENO CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

The fusion of subtle heat and intense flavour in this sneaky 
Chilli Venom made with organic green jalapeno chillies and 
fresh herbs will strike your taste buds and leave you 
craving more. You have been warned…

CAYENNE CHILLI SAUCE 50ML

Made with organically grown cayenne chillies and fresh 
herbs, this Chilli Venom will strike any food with a 
dangerously tasty bite.

PRICES VALID FOR ORDERS OVER 12 GIFT PACKS. ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE PER GIFT PACK EXCLUDING VAT.
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Behold our pretty-as-a-picture pesto gift pack! Enjoy Africa's hottest pestos that come to 
the party dressed to the nines, each with its own perfectly tasty bite.

These delicious vegan spreads are made with organic, fresh ingredients and no added 
nonsense; that's why they taste so good! Drizzle it on salads, spread it on sarmies, add it 
to pasta or simply enjoy it by the spoonful on your favourite crudite or crackers - there 

are so many delicious ways to enjoy our perky pestos.

Ready to be gifted in a lovely box that tells the Black Mamba story, this pretty two-pack 
is the perfect choice for ethical foodies and companies who want their tokens of 

appreciation to taste good AND do good!

EACH PACK INCLUDES: R103.00

AFRICA'S HOTTEST PESTOS GIFT PACK

CORIANDER & JALAPÉNO PESTO 210g

This creamy combination of organically grown fresh 
coriander, jalapeno chillies and macadamia nuts will 
bring deliciously fresh flavours with every bite.
Allergens: macadamia nuts

BASIL & CAYENNE PESTO 210g

This rich combination of organically grown fresh basil, 
cayenne chillies and macadamia nuts will stimulate 
your senses with its bold flavours and intense aroma.
Allergens: macadamia nuts

PRICES VALID FOR ORDERS OVER 12 GIFT PACKS. ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE PER GIFT PACK EXCLUDING VAT.
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Fruits ripened under the African sun combined with aromatic spices and chillies. A yummy 
trio in a beautiful box, with the right combination between sweet and spicy. The perfect 

gift for the Ethical foodie that want to try new interesting flavours!

EACH PACK INCLUDES: R99.00

AFRICA’S TANTALIZING CHUTNEYS

PRICES VALID FOR ORDERS OVER 12 GIFT PACKS. ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE PER GIFT PACK EXCLUDING VAT.

SPICY MANGO 150g

Delicious with cold meats or with cheese and crackers 
(particularly yummy with melted camembert).

GREEN PAPAYA 150g

Perfect partner for curries, delicious with cold meats or 
cheese.

BEETROOT & GINGER 150g

A fragrant chutney that combines the earthy tones of 
beetroot with a fresh hint of ginger and the zing of 
chillies and spices. Delicious with cold meats or with 
cheese and crackers (particularly addictive with goat’s 
cheese!). Scrumptious with Greek yoghurt as a dip.
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Handcrafted with real fruit and no added nonsense, our sweet, luscious jams taste like the tropics; one 
mouthful transports you to the warm weather & breakfast under the shade of the fruit trees in Eswatini. 

Get it as a treat for yourself to enjoy on warm bread, croissants, toast or pancakes.

OPTION 1: OPTION 2:R 99.00 R 99.00

AFRICA'S FRUITIEST JAMS GIFT PACK

PRICES VALID FOR ORDERS OVER 12 GIFT PACKS. ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE PER GIFT PACK EXCLUDING VAT.

PEACH AND GINGER JAM 150g

This jam is a thick, sweet glob of sweetness and fresh 
peaches, with the added freshness and zing of the ginger.

APPLE JAM 150g

This all-natural, all-tropical delight will enhance your breakfast 
and desserts with a real melt-in-your mouth flavour.

ORANGE MARMALADE 150g

A sweet, vibrant jam that's beautifully balanced with the 
orange zest that gives a nice little kick with every bite.

PINEAPPLE MANGO JAM 150g

An all-time favourite combination of juicy mango and sweet 
& tart pineapple.

MANGO JAM 150g

This sweet, luscious jam tastes like the tropics: one mouthful 
transports you to under the shade of mango trees in Eswatini.

ORANGE MARMALADE 150g

A sweet, vibrant jam that's beautifully balanced with the 
orange zest that gives a nice little kick with every bite.


